Welcome to Santiago!

Located in **northwestern Spain**, it is the capital of the autonomous region **Galicia**.

**UNESCO World Heritage Site** since 1985, it has its origin in the shrine of **apostle Saint James the Great** (Santiago ”El Mayor”).

The city is famous for being the end of one of the leading **Catholic pilgrimage routes** since the 9th century.

Population ~ 100,000. Santiago is a **lively city** with lots of students and tourists.
Traveling to Santiago (SCQ)

Direct flights from/to (as of June 2018):

- Amsterdam Schiphol
- Basel Mulhouse
- Barcelona
- Bilbao
- Brussels
- Dublin
- Frankfurt
- Frankfurt Hahn
- Geneva
- London Gatwick
- London Stansteed
- Madrid
- Milan Malpensa
- Milan Bergamo
- Palma de Mallorca
- Paris CDG
- Rome
- Valencia
- Zurich
... or you can walk for (at least) a month ...

... or cycle ...

... or sail...

... or ride a camel...
Dates – to be decided

• 1st or 2nd week of June? other suggestions?
  try not to overlap with other meetings (such as Pierre Auger Analysis meeting)

• Possible venues:
  
  (1) Hotel San Francisco  
  (former convent in the old part)  
  
  (2) Medicine building  
  (next to Hotel San Francisco)  

... both within < 5 min. walking distance to Cathedral, restaurants...
See you in Santiago!